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QUICKSTEP® DOORMAT

Product description
The fitted doormat ensures a perfect finish. The mat has 3 cleaning zones and a dirt
collection zone and provides maximum protection for your floor.
Content:
- 6 Screws and plugs
- Fitted doormat with 3 cleaning zones
- Prefab frame (can be used with all QuickStep® laminate floors)
Packing Unit: 1
Dimensions:
- Frame: 478 x 790mm / 18.8 x 31.1 In. (external dimensions)
- Doormat: 434 x 746mm / 17.09 x 29.37 In. (Thickness: 9mm/ 0.35 In.)
Applications
Thanks to this fitted doormat, it’s even more interesting to install
QuickStep® in the entry hall or the conservatory. The three cleaning
zones ensure that all the dirt remains in the mat.
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Characteristics
 Optimum protection of your QuickStep® laminate floor
With the QuickStep® Doormat at the entrance of your home, you can avoid
unnecessary damage to your floor. The scraping zone of the mat loosens the dirt.
Coarse dirt such as grit is already removed from shoes in this zone. This brushing
zone removes all fine dirt (e.g. sand) which has been loosened in the scraping zone.
The drying zone removes any moisture. This means your high‐quality QuickStep®
laminate floor will look like new for years.
 Easy to clean
The QuickStep® Doormat has collection zones for the removed dirt so you can
easily clean the mat. You can shake out the mat, clean it with the vacuum cleaner or
even with a high‐pressure cleaner (max. 100°C/212°F).
 Easy to fit
The prefab frame can be used with all QuickStep® laminate floors. The high‐quality
frame is designed to fit the dimensions of QuickStep® floors, which makes
installation even faster.
 Suitable for spaces with floor heating.
The QuickStep® Doormat is suitable for spaces with floor heating.
 Does not obstruct the door from opening.
The thickness of the QuickStep® Doormat perfectly matches the height
of your floor, which means that the door is not obstructed when being
opened. (The height is adjustable depending on the force with which
the frame is attached to the subfloor.)
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Instructions

1. First, install your floor (see installation instructions for QuickStep® floors). If
necessary, saw the planks of the floor to the correct length so that the prefab frame
fits into the open space. Leave space for the recommended expansion joint so your
floor can still expand.
(Tip: Leave a space of 468 by 780mm / 18.42 by 30.71 In)
2. Adjust the height under the frame depending on the floor and underlay thicknesses:
Floor thickness
7 mm

Underlay thickness
2 mm
3 & 5 mm

8 mm

2, 3 or 5 mm

9,5 mm

2, 3 or 5 mm

12 mm

2, 3 or 5 mm

Action
Cut and remove the underlay
Cut, remove the underlay and add 12 glue
spots (1‐2cm3 each) with QuickStep® One4all
Glue : 3 on each side of the frame.
Fix the frame through the underlay
Keep the underlay and add a 2 mm thick shim
measuring 450 x760 mm (i.e. Unisound)

3. Put the prefab frame in the floor opening and attach the frame to the subfloor with
the supplied screws and plugs. The height is adjustable, depending on the force with
which the frame is attached to the subfloor.
4. Place the QuickStep® Doormat in the frame. It will not obstruct the door from
opening.
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